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The utilization of i.nfrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to extract atomic-resolution information for ordered metalsolution interfaces in a related (and relatable) fashion to metal-ultrahigh vacuum (uhv) surfaces is illustrated by means of some recent results from our laboratory. Two specific topics are addressed. The first involves the potential-dependent properties of saturated CO adlayers on low-index platinum and rhodium electrodes in aqueous and nonaqueous media.
The central role of the surface potential in controlling the CO adlayer structure is discussed on the basis of in-situ IRAS data, especially in comparison with the properties of corresponding metal-uhv interfaces. The application of in-situ atomic-resolution STM in tandem with IRAS for elucidating real-space adsorbate structures is noted for saturated CO adlayers on Rh(lll) and Rh(ll0) electrodes. The second topic concerns the application of in-situ STM to probe potential-induced
INTRODUCTION
As for metal surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum (uhv) environments, a major goal in electrochemical surface science is to elucidate the structural properties of metal-solution interfaces and to relate them to the kinetic, especially catalytic, processes that can occur there.
Several factors, however, have conspired these two fundamentally related areas to develop in distinctly different directions. Host obviously, the early emergence of uhv technology itself along with reliable means of both preparing and characterizing ordered monocrystalline metal surfaces in uhv has led to a major and continuing emphasis being placed on the atomic-level structural characterization of such systems.
In physical electrochemistry, particular attention was drawn instead to the mercury-aqueous interface. This emphasis resulted not only from the high degree of cleanliness and reproducibility that can be achieved, but also from the detailed thermodynamic analyses that can be undertaken at such liquid-liquid interfaces, yielding accurate surface compositional parameters. As a consequence of the ease by which rate measurements can be made in electrochemical systems by means of faradaic current flow, much attention has also been given to elucidating reaction kinetics at such surfaces and relating them to the interfacial structure.
Given the major advances evident in the structural characterization of metal-uhv surfaces, electrochemists have nevertheless long been motivated by a desire to "bridge the (pressure) gap" between electrochemical and uhv rvytems, in an experimental as well as conceptual fashion.
A Despite the power of these ex-situ approaches, it is apparent that the development of molecular-(and atomic-) level techniques applicable to "in-situ" electrochemical systems, i.e., with the metal surface in solution under potential control, is of great importance. The relative paucity of the latter applications in the past has been due to the inevitable difficulties in accessing the surface by means of probe photons, electrons, etc., in the presence of a macroscopic solution phase. An additional impediment has been the lack of reliable procedures for preparing ordered metal surfaces for inspection in an ambient laboratory environment. In the last ten years or so, however, the use of various flame-annealing and related procedures has been shown to yield well-ordered surfaces for several metals of electrochemical importance, including platinum 3 ' 4 , 4b 5
rhodium , gold, and silver. In turn, the emergence of such straightforward methods of preparing ordered metal surfaces in electrochemical environments is giving new impetus to the usage as well as development of in-situ methods for examining interfacial atomic and molecular structure.
In this conference paper, we summarize and assess some recent activities being pursued in our laboratory along these lines using two such in-situ approaches: infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). While quite different in character, both these techniques share the virtue of being applicable in a similar fashion to both metal-uhv and metal-solution interfaces. As a consequence, they offer so-far unusual, and even unique, opportunities to explore atomic-and molecular-level phenomena at electrochemical surfaces in the same fashion as the detailed structural information which is familiar for related metal-uhv systems. The links thus forged between these two major variants of metal interfaces should therefore be of significance to surface science as a whole.
We restrict attention here to a brief description of selected applications of IRAS and STM, both separately and in tandem, to the elucidation of surface structure at ordered platinum, rhodium, and gold electrodes in aqueous and Following the development of IRAS for examining adsorbates at metal-uhv interfaces 7 , the last decade has seen a substantial growth in the application of 8 this technique to in-situ electrochemical surfaces.
The complications arising from bulk-phase solvent and other interferences can be minimized and even eliminated by the use of thin-layer electrochemical tactics combined with 8 potential-difference spectral techniques.
In our laboratory, we have utilized in-situ IRAS extensively to explore the structural and kinetic properties of CO 9-17 adlayers on low-index platinum and rhodium electrodes.
A recent detailed 9 overview article describing several aspects of this work is available.
A basic experimental tactic utilized in these studies is the systematic acquisition of infrared spectra as a function of adsorbate coverage, 0,, and electrode potential, E. The former can shed light on the roles of adlayer domain formation and solvent and/or hydrogen coadsorption on the adlayer structure; the latter measurements provide direct assessments of the variable influence of the 9 electrostatic double layer.
We will restrict attention here to ordered metal surfaces containing saturated CO adlayers, formed by dosing with solutions containing near-saturated CO concentrations.
In this way, we can minimize (or even eliminate) the influence of solvent coadsorption, and examine the effect of varying the potential across the adlayer on the spectral properties. [In all likelihood, both of these descriptions are incomplete by themselves. Self-consistent treatments, which take into account both surface bonding and field-induced effects, have been described recently in principle.
9
In addition, Fig. I shows that the bridging band undergoes a sharp ca 50 cm i frequency upshift at ca 0 V vs SCE (Fig. 1) . This discontinuity, together with a concomitant alteration of both the terminal and bridging mco -E slopes at this point, are indicative of a potential-induced adlayer structural 16a change at 0 V vs SCE.
It is of central interest to relate these potential-dependent spectral properties to the behavior of the corresponding uhv system. A perusal of the electrochemical infrared spectra at the highest potentials, ca 1.0 V vs SCE, indicate a similarity to those obtained for saturated (0c. -0.6) CO adlayers on 20 Pt(lll) in uhv , in that the intensities of the terminal relative to the bridging band are comparable, and both bands exhibit similar Vco frequencies 16a (within ca 10 cm -) in the two environments.
These similarities, together with related results for other metal/CO adlayer systems, prompt consideration of the potential-dependent nature of such 9 electrochemical surfaces in comparison with metal-uhv systems.
The key difference between these two types of metal interfaces is that the metal-solution On this basis, then, one can surmise that at E -Ep C the metal-solution potential drop O present at, say, Pt(lll)/CO electrochemical interfaces will be similar to O for the corresponding Pt(lll)/CO surface in uhv. From the above information, the vCO frequencies for Pt(lll)/CO in the former environment are seen to converge to those in the latter system when E = Ep.., inferring that a major factor influencing the CO adlayer structure is indeed the average surface potential drop in both cases.
The relation between measured potentials for -cal-solution and metal-uhv 21, 22 systems has engendered considerable discussion. 
then we can extract 07 from the measured electrode potential by using A notable feature of the CO adlayer structures on low-index platinum and especially rhodium electrodes is the sensitivity of the CO binding geometries to 9 10 the electrode potential.
Decreasing the potential (so to increase the negative charge density) tends to favor increasingly bridging versus atop CO coordination. 9 ,1 0 The effect can be understood qualitatively in terms of the increased degree of dx -2x* metal-ligand back bonding that occurs as the metal charge becomes more negative. 9 , 10 , 1 7
In addition, the CO coordination geometry is sensitive to both the nature of the metal surface and its crystallographic 
30,31
atomic-resolution structural probe applicable to metal-solution, as well as with other metal (and semiconductor), interfaces is beginning to change this situation. Indeed, in suitable cases atomic-resolution STM offers a detailed assessment of the real-space adlayer structure, rather than merely an assignment of the unit-cell symmetry as is commonly extracted from LEED measurements. (The deduction of the real-space adlayer arrangement within the unit cell requires dynamical LEED analyses, the execution of which is usually not unambiguous.)
A difficulty with STM, however, is that at the present stage of technique development the interpretation of atomic-resolution images is often not clearcut.
Apart from the need for near-optimal tunneling conditions so to obtain the desired spatial resolution, the surface electronic properties that determine the observed images are incompletely understood. For these reasons, together with the need to match the adlayer structure with that of the underlying substrate (i.e., determine adsorbate surface binding sites), it is desirable to couple STM with an independent in-situ structural probe, such as IRAS.
We have chosen for initial study in this regard saturated CO adlayers on low-index rhodium-aqueous interfaces. Pertinent results are summarized here for Rh(lll) and (110); original STM data are shown for the latter surface since they are unavailable elsewhere. As already mentioned, significantly potentialdependent CO structures are often deduced from IRAS, arising from the increased propensity for bridging versus terminal coordination as the electrode potential is decreased. For Rh(lll) in aqueous 0.1 j NaCIO 4 , in particular, a relatively
sharp, yet reversible, structural transition from primarily terminal to bridging with comparable integrated intensities, even though the latter binding mode is lOa favored increasingly towards lower potentials.
Comparison with the corresponding Pt(ll0) system illustrates the anticipated greater propensity for bridging versus atop CO coordination on rhodium; while the saturated CO coverage is essentially unity on both surfaces, Pt(ll0) displays almost entirely terminal coordination. l0a,12c
A typical atomic-resolution STM image for Rh(ll0) in CO-saturated 0.1 M HC1O 4 (at -0.2 V vs SCE) is displayed in Fig. 2 direction (Fig. 2) .
These two pieces of information both indicate that an adlayer (rather than a substrate) image is obtained for the Rh(IlO)/CO (0c. -1) surface, which is not commensurate in simple fashion with the metal lattice. Nevertheless, a definite symmetry of the adlayer with respect to the substrate can be confirmed from the mild yet discernable intensity pattern in the STh spots, whereby every third spot along the [110) rows tends to be more intense. Assuming, as before, that such spots are associated with CO bound to symmetric atop sites leads to the suggested "ball-model" adlayer structure shown in Fig. 3. (The fine-shaded, and open circles in Fig. 3 depict the CO adsorbate, and Rh surface atoms, respectively.)
The (4 x 3)-12CO structure depicted matches well with the STM images (see the corresponding unit cell superimposed on Fig. 2) , and has the correct CO coverage ($CC -1.0).
Careful inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that besides the single symmetric atop CO (located on the corners of the unit cell as drawn), most of the remaining CO's are situated in asymmetric atop or bridging sites. This structure might appear to be in disagreement with the corresponding IRAS data which, as noted above, consists of only two discrete v,, bands diagnostic of terminal and bridging l0a coordination geometries.
While the infrared spectra certainly cannot confirm the STM-deduced adlayer structure, the two data sets are, however, not inconsistent. Thus the terminal v&o frequency is expected to be insensitive to displacement away from symmetrical atop sites, and distributions of nearby CO's in similar, yet distinct, sites can appear as single relatively narrow Vc, bands 20 as a result of intensity transfer effects. At least qualitatively, then, the appearance of a pair of broad, relatively asymmetric, vco bands in the infrared 10a spectra, nominally associated with atop and bridging configuration, is in reasonable harmony with the real-space adlayer structure as deduced from STM.
As for the Rh(lll) surface, the structure of saturated CO adlayers on Rh(ll0) appears to result from adsorbate packing considerations intertwined with site-specific binding energies. A similarly complex (2 x 4) structure for 36 saturated CO on Rh(100) in aqueous 0.1 11 HC10 has also been deduced from STM, reflecting a combination of atop and bridge-bound adsorbate as seen by
IRAS.
13b It would be of great interest to pursue STM measurements for these and other CO adlayer systems in related uhv environments. It is nonetheless appropriate to point out an important (perhaps obvious) limitation of such STM measurements: the extraction of such real-space atomic structures requires that the adlayer is extremely immobile. Adsorbate motion of only several angstroms on the long ( 10-1s) timescale required to obtain at least a portion of the STM x-y scan should seriously "blur" the resulting image. The compressed CO adlayers 15 are presumably sufficiently immobile to satisfy this requirement.
Potential-Dependent Surface Reconstruction as Probed by Atomic-Resolution STM
This article has so far concentrated on one specific, albeit important, topic: the structural properties of CO adlayers on transition-metal electrodes.
As already noted, STM also offers considerable promise for elucidating the atomic 30 structure of ordered metal surfaces in the absence of chemisorbed adlayers.
While low-index rhodium surfaces usually display simple bulk-terminated [i.e.,
(1 x 1)] surface structures even in the absence of chemisorption, many other metal surfaces are known to reconstruct to form markedly different atomic 37 rearrangements.
An interesting example is gold, especially so since emersion of low-index gold electrodes from solution into uhv, followed by LEED and related characterization, have indicated the presence of potential-dependent surface 38 reconstruction, triggered at lower electrode potentials.
We have recently utilized in-situ STM to explore in detail the electrode potential-induced reconstruction of both ordered low-and higher-index gold surfaces in aqueous 39-42 solution.
The primary findings, particularly as they relate to the behavior of the corresponding gold-uhv interfaces, are summarized briefly here. Both Au (100) and ( In addition, large ordered domains exhibit a regular longer-range periodicity along the row direction, featuring undulations of the gold strings (see Fig. 4 ). These 14-atom periodic transitions (between structures I and II as described in ref. 39) yield a mild compression along the row direction, so that 28 atoms are present in place of 27 for the unreconstructed surface. The net (5 x 27) symmetry designation of the Au(100) reconstruction is compatible 43,46 with earlier detailed diffraction analyses for clean Au(100) in uhv, although the latter reciprocal-space techniques cannot diagnose such structures with confidence.
[We will discuss the assignment of this structure in detail 42 elsewhere. ] In keeping with the substantial (24%) increase in forming the (5 x 27) structure from the (I x 1) square-planar lattice, the reconstruction dynamics are slow, requiring ca 10 mins. for completion at -0.3 to -3.4 V. The STM images also indicate that the additional gold atoms diffuse from terrace and other domain edges. symmetries, respectively. The former symmetry corresponds to the "missing-row" 47 reconstruction commonly proposed for clean Au(ll0) in uhv.
However, detailed examination of the (I x 2) STM images indicates that some "surface relaxation"
occurs, involving both the top and underlying gold atoms so to form a significant 41 asymmetric structure involving pairing of second-layer atoms.
The (1 x 3) regions, exemplified in the bottom left-hand segment of the image in Fig. 5 , appear as separated ribbons overlaid on the underlying substrate. In this sense, the resulting structures can be viewed as forming "added-", rather than "missing-", row domains. The concerted motion of atoms required to form (or remove) such reconstructions appear to involve migration both across and along the rows. The small and rather irregular domain sizes observed typically on reconstructed Au(ll0) suggest that only short-range atomic motion is required. Consistent with this last feature is the observation that the potential-induced structural changes are surprisingly rapid as well as nearreversible, the reconstruction being lifted largely within ca 2s upon stepping the potential from -0.3 to 0 V vs SCE, and reappearing on the same timescale when 41 the potential is returned to -0.3 V.
As for Au(lll), both Au(100) and (110) form stable (I x 1) structures in the aqueous electrochemical environment at Epac, whereas the corresponding clean surfaces in uhv are reconstructed. Nevertheless, the role of negative surface electronic charge density in triggering reconstruction is in harmony with some 48 theoretical predictions for low-index noble metal surfaces.
Most recently, we have examined potential-dependent structures of higherindex, especially stepped, gold surfaces, such as Au (210), (533) 
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